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Crypto assets outperformed traditional assets in September as tighter US monetary
policy affected all kinds of markets negatively. Traditional assets took a beating as the
Fed reiterated its stance to keep interest rates “higher for longer”. A general tightening in
US financial conditions led to a significant appreciation of the US Dollar during
September. 

Despite these negative performances in traditional financial markets, crypto assets held
up quite well amid strong growth in network fundamentals. However, most of these
performances were made at the end of the month.

Therefore, our own DDA ETPs that are traded on regulated exchanges during normal
working hours do not reflect this positive performance development yet due to the
weekend. 

Performance Review 
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Macro & Markets Commentary

As far as the active DDA quant strategies are concerned, it was a complicated month for
absolute return strategies due to the lack of realised volatility, although filters quickly
limited the risk. Smart beta outperformed its benchmark by allocating to stable coins
then capturing some momentum in altcoins.

In general, among the top 10 major cryptoassets, Toncoin, TRON, and Solana have been
the main outperformers. Toncoin was able to outperform significantly as the social
messaging service Telegram has announced to introduce a crypto wallet on Toncoin.
TRON was able to outperform on account of a strong growth in Total-Value-Locked
(TVL) in its network and Solana was buoyed by Visa’s announcement earlier in
September to issue the USDC stablecoin on Solana. 

The month of October looks more promising for crypto assets as we are entering a
positive seasonality for Bitcoin in Q4. Both October and November have historically
shown particularly strong performances for Bitcoin in the past (see report here).

Bottom Line:  Crypto assets outperformed traditional assets in September as tighter
US monetary policy affected all kinds of markets negatively while strong network
fundamental growth supported major crypto assets like Bitcoin. October looks
promising from a seasonality perspective.
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Probably the most important macro catalyst in the last month was the FOMC meeting on
the 19th/20th September. Although the FOMC decided to leave the Fed Funds Rate
unchanged, Jay Powell’s rhetoric reiterated the Fed’s stance that interest rates will likely
remain “higher for longer”. 

https://deutschedigitalassets.com/insights/news/bitcoin-seasonality-sell-in-may-and-go-away/
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This monetary policy pricing indicator signals that monetary policy has become as tight
as at the beginning of 2022. 
In fact, nominal 10-year US Treasury yields have climbed to the highest level since 2007.
More importantly, real US 10-year yields – a real-time proxy for the degree of monetary
policy tightening - have also climbed to new multi-year highs as well (highest since
2008). 

Based on US interest rate futures, markets are expecting a peak in the Fed Funds Rate in
January 2024 with an implied terminal rate of around 5.4%. Thereafter, the market
expects 3 cuts for the remainder of 2024. This is also still reflected in the US term
structure of interest rates that is still inverted: At the time of writing, the 2s10s US
Treasury term spread is still at -55 bps despite having steepened lately. 

In spite of the the recent coverage of a “soft landing” scenario, economists surveyed by
Bloomberg still point to a 100% recession probability over the next 12 months. This is
also largely consistent with the probability of recession that is signalled by the US yield
curve. The NY Fed’s model estimates a probability of 60.8% over the next 12 months. 

Admittedly, recent US labour market data such as non-farm payrolls were surprisingly
robust and above consensus which has bolstered the “soft landing” camp. Nonetheless,
the 1st releases conceal the fact that subsequent revisions over the past 7 months have
all been to the downside which has never happened outside of recessions. 

This has led to a general darkening in overall financial market sentiment with a major
correction in equities. Interestingly, crypto assets such as Bitcoin have outperformed
during the latest sell-off in equities. Nonetheless, based on our calculations, tight
monetary policy continues to be a headwind for cryptoassets as well. The following chart
shows the stance of monetary policy as priced by TradFi markets including equities,
bonds, commodities, FX and derivatives versus Bitcoin.
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CPI inflation turning negative
Increase in geopolitical risks (China vs. Taiwan)
Resurfacing of risks within the US financial system

Moreover, there has been an increase in the U3 unemployment rate recently which also
points into that direction. Empirically, there is usually a lead in employment data of
cyclical sectors before non-cyclical sectors/services start to reduce head count. 

Cyclical sectors are also the most interest rate sensitive ones as the underlying outputs
usually require some sort of external financing. Most notably, housing, cars, and durable
goods are the most affected by changes in interest rates. These should also be the most
affected by the current tightening in monetary policy. 

In fact, we have already seen that US employment in residential construction, durable
goods, and manufacturing has started to flatten out. Investors should focus on these
employment sectors for earlier signs of weakness in the US labour market. 
We also expect an increase in overall US unemployment to be a major potential catalyst
for a final reversal in US monetary policy which would be a very significant tailwind for
Bitcoin and crypto assets from a macro point of view. 

Empirically speaking, there is a tight relationship between the US U3 unemployment rate
and the steepness of the US yield curve. A sharp increase in unemployment is historically
associated with a steepening of the yield curve as the Fed starts cutting rates. This
consistent pattern is likely to repeat itself in the next US recession. 

Other potential catalysts that could result in a reversal of monetary policy that we are
watching right now:

On the first point, we still think that there is a high probability of deflation (i.e. negative
inflation rates) over the coming 12 months as broad money supply growth in the US is
deeply negative. In fact, it the most contractive since 90 years. This usually leads
changes in inflation rate. Negative inflation readings would be a strong argument for the
Fed to reverse its tightening policy. 

Secondly, tensions between the US and China as well as China and Taiwan have
continued to increase. An outright military escalation, especially with regards to the
possibility of a Chinese invasion of Taiwan, would likely induce the Fed to stop its
tightening policy to limit the rise of US Treasury yields in light of a significant increase in
(anticipated) US fiscal spending. 

Thirdly, a resurfacing of systemic risks within the financial system would potentially lead
to a renewed provision of liquidity by the Fed like we have seen in March 2023 with the
collapse of Silicon Valley Bank. 

We think that these systemic risks are still present in the US financial system as
advances by the Federal Home Loan Bank (FHLB) to financial institutions with liquidity
issues are still around 658 bn USD per Q2 2023. 
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Meanwhile, extraordinary liquidity provisions via the Fed’s Discount Window have
decreased while provisions via the Bank Term Funding Program (BTFP) that allows
financial institutions to swap bonds below par for Fed funds at par have continued to
increase. In fact, the amount of US Treasuries alone trading below par has recently
increased again with the rise in yields and is still at almost USD 1.5 trn. 

It is important to note that any additional measures by the Fed to ease the financial
system’s liquidity issues is likely going to be Dollar bearish and therefore bullish for
Bitcoin and crypto assets. 

Bottom Line: Renewed tightening in US monetary policy continues to be a headwind for
Bitcoin and crypto assets in the short term. A variety of factors could eventually lead to a
reversal in US monetary policy which would be very bullish for crypto assets. These
include an increase in US unemployment, negative inflation readings, increase in
geopolitical risks, or resurfacing of systemic financial risks. Risks in the US financial
system still abound as evidenced by the high FHLB advances and the amount of US
Treasuries trading below par.



On-Chain Analytics

September was a very strong month for Bitcoin on-chain developments. Active
addresses reached a multi-year high as did new addresses on the Bitcoin blockchain.
Bitcoin’s hash rate also continued to climb relentlessly to new all-time highs. What is
more is that the total number of daily transactions also reached a new all-time high of
above 703k transactions per day. 

In fact, our own composite measure of Bitcoin network activity reached a new all-time
high in September. Overall, underlying Bitcoin network dynamics are very supportive for
further price increases. 
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That being said, a large part of this significant increase in network activity still appears to
be related to inscription demand, i.e. non-monetary transfers. 



Based on data provided by Glassnode, the share inscriptions, especially text-based BRC-
20 inscriptions, has averaged between 40% and 60% in September. Inscriptions have a
substantial effect on the UTXO set, which is expanding quickly. The overall number of
UTXOs in the set has increased by +46.2M (+33.8%) since February. This rate of weekly
rise is the highest ever recorded, maintaining values of 300,000 to 450,0000 UTXOs/wk
for more than six months.

The SATS BRC-20 token, which was introduced in March but whose minting just ended
this week, is noteworthy. At least 21 million additional UTXOs, or about 45.5% of the
growth, are attributable to this token alone. It will be interesting to watch if mempool
clearing begins now that this multi-month token mint has ended.

However, the important take away for investors here is that inscriptions create a
consistent demand for Bitcoin’s block space which incentivizes miners to secure the
network. Before the emergence of inscriptions earlier this year, an average of between
2250 and 2500 transactions entered a typical Bitcoin block every 10 minutes. This
average has increased significantly and now blocks contain on average between 2800 to
3500 transactions.

More importantly, there is little evidence that inscriptions are replacing money transfers;
rather, they serve as a last-resort buyer for inexpensive blockspace.

Another important talking point among on-chain analysts was the potential effect of a
final approval of a Bitcoin Spot ETF in the US on the price of Bitcoin. The following table
shows pending US Bitcoin Spot ETF applications and includes the respective issuer’s
total AuM estimate:
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Together these asset managers manage a combined total of approximately USD 17 trn.
Under the assumption that only 1% of these assets were invested into these new Bitcoin
ETFs, that would amount to approximately +170 bn USD of additional capital being
invested into Bitcoin.



The aggregate value of assets under management (AuM) in global Bitcoin ETPs
currently still only amounts to USD 25.9 bn (single asset Bitcoin ETPs)
The realized cap of Bitcoin, which is equivalent to the cost-basis of all money that
was ever invested into Bitcoin on-chain, amounts to USD 395 bn

 For reference:

Thus, USD 170 bn would be equivalent to 650% of the current market value (AuM) of
global Bitcoin ETPs or 43% of all the money ever invested into Bitcoin on-chain
(realized cap).

We have recently estimated the potential price impact of the US Bitcoin Spot ETF
approvals on the price of Bitcoin. Make sure to read that piece here. 
The main key takeaway from that study is that

[...] a +1% increase in Bitcoin ETP Fund Flows relative to AuMs per week was on
average associated with an increase in the price of Bitcoin of 0.96%-points in that
same week since 2013.

Hypothetically speaking, a +650% increase in global Bitcoin ETP AuM could result in a
comparable price performance, if that money should really be invested. 

Remember that investments in Bitcoin via ETPs are still comparatively small compared to
on-chain investment flows and, therefore, have significant upside potential. A point we
made in further detail here. 

But any investments into spot Bitcoin ETFs should logically entail an equivalent on-chain
investment as these products are typically 100% physically-backed with real Bitcoin. 
Another important observation to make with respect to on-chain developments was the
fact that accumulation activity has started picking up into the latest price correction.
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https://deutschedigitalassets.com/insights/news/potential-effect-of-a-us-bitcoin-spot-etf-on-the-price-of-bitcoin/
https://deutschedigitalassets.com/insights/news/crypto-market-intelligence-july-2023/
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Admittedly, declining macro liquidity has taken its toll on on-chain metrics. Bears have
pointed towards the fact that aggregate on-chain liquidity proxied by aggregate
stablecoin market caps had been on the decline since mid-2022. More recently, that
decline has largely stabilized, and aggregate stablecoin market caps appear to be
moving sideways. This is also an encouraging sign. 

At the same time, exchange balances are continuing their downward trajectory both for
Bitcoin and Ethereum. Bitcoin exchange balances have reached a 5-year low and
Ethereum exchange balances have reached a fresh 7-year low. 

These developments underscore the fundamental healthiness of both networks and that
overall supply scarcity continues to increase. For references, the supply last active over 2
years ago has reached a new all-time high of 56.6% for Bitcoin. 

Besides, Bitcoin is entering positive seasonality in October as the last quarter of the year
has historically exhibited above-average returns. It seems as if the time to accumulate
could not be better. Recent on-chain developments seem to agree with this assessment. 

Bottom Line: September was a very strong month for Bitcoin on-chain developments
as many network metrics such as transaction count or hash rate reached new all-time
highs. The potential price effect of the US Spot Bitcoin ETFs looks very promising. At
the same time, contrarian accumulation activity combined with bearish sentiment
limit any further downside. 

It is encouraging to see that investors have exhibited a somewhat contrarian buying
behaviour in Bitcoin, increasing accumulation dynamics in price dips and vice versa. This
should set a floor under any further downside price movements. 

Combined with the fact that overall crypto sentiment is already quite bearish we think
that any downside price movements, e.g. on account of further monetary policy
tightening, are likely to be rather limited in the short term.
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Appendix: Cryptoasset Market Overview 
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Cryptoassets & Macroeconomy 
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Cryptoassets & Multiasset Portfolios 
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Cryptoasset Valuations  
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Cryptoasset On-Chain Fundamentals  
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Disclaimer

In no event will you hold Deutsche Digital Assets GMBH, its subsidiaries or any affiliated party liable for any direct or
indirect investment losses caused by any information in this report. This report is not investment advice or a
recommendation or solicitation to buy any securities. 

Deutsche Digital Assets GMBH is not registered as an investment advisor in any jurisdiction. You agree to do your own
research and due diligence before making any investment decision with respect to securities or investment opportunities
discussed herein.
 
Our articles and reports include forward- looking statements, estimates, projections, and opinions which may prove to be
substantially inaccurate and are inherently subject to significant risks and uncertainties beyond Deutsche Digital Assets
GMBH’s control. Our articles and reports express our opinions, which we have based upon generally available
information, field research, inferences and deductions through our due diligence and analytical process. 

Deutsche Digital Assets GMBH believes all information contained herein is accurate and reliable and has been obtained
from public sources we believe to be accurate and reliable. However, such information is presented “as is,” without
warranty of any kind. 

About Deutsche Digital Assets 

Deutsche Digital Assets is the trusted one-stop-shop for investors seeking exposure to crypto
assets. We offer a menu of crypto investment products and solutions, ranging from passive to
actively managed exposure, as well as financial product white-labeling services for asset
managers. 

We deliver excellence through familiar, trusted investment vehicles, providing investors the
quality assurances they deserve from a world-class asset manager as we champion our
mission of driving crypto asset adoption. DDA removes the technical risks of crypto investing by
offering investors trusted and familiar means to invest in crypto at industry-leading low costs.

research@deutschedigitalassets.com

Contact Us

Deutsche Digital Assets  GmbH 

Große Gallusstraße 16-18
60312 Frankfurt, Germany 

www.deutschedigitalassets.com


